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§ 6. Constructions commuting with M 
The most important construction with which M commutes is the 
formation of the product of a family of spaces and relations. Not only 
does it commute but it does so in a natural way as stated in 
Theorem 6. Let Q be an index set and assume that f"': E"'-+ E,/ 
is a (e"'' e./)-map for each eX E Q. Then there are homeomorphisms h!J and 
h!J' such that the diagram 
M(IT /.,) 




t rr M(f"') t 
"' I1 M(e"') -+ I1 M(e"'') 
"' "' 
is commutative. 
Proof: It can be assumed that each E"' =fo ~ since the theorem is 
trivial otherwise. If .'F is a rr e"'-filter then n"'.'F is a e.,-filter, where niX 
"' is the projection of rr EIX on EIX. Conversely if for each eX E Q, .'F"' is a 
IX 
e"'-filter then rr .'F"' (the filter which has as a basis the sets ITA"' where 
"' "' A.,=E"' for all but a finite number of indices and for those A., E .'F.,) is 
a rr e.,-filter. 
"' 
Obviously n"'(ll .'F"') =.'F"'. In addition .'F = ll(n"'.'F) if .'F is a I1 e.,-
"' "' "' filter since .'F then has a base of cuboids. 
Let vii be a maximal I1 e"'-filter. Then each n"'vll is a maximal e"'-filter. 
"' Assume vii., 'J n.,vll. Then I1 vii"' 'J ll(n.,vll)=vll. The maximality of vii 
IX IX 
implies that rr vll"'=vll and hence that vll"'=n.,vll. 
"' 
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Similarly if each vlt"' is a maximal e"'-filter then II vlt"' is a maximal 
II e"'-filter. IX 
"' Define hDvlt = (n"'vlt)"'eD and hD' vlt' = (n"'vlt')txeD· Clearly these functions 
are 1-1 and onto. In addition hD' o M(II f"') =[II M(f"')] o hD since 
IX IX (II/"') vlt :J vlt' iff f"'(n"'vlt) :J n"'' vlt' for each IX E Q. 
"' The basis for the product topology on II E"' defines a basis for the 
IX 
topology of M(II e"'). Let 0 =II 0"', where 0"' E @"' for each IX and 0"' =E"' 
tx IX 
for all but a finite number of indices. Since vlt =II (n"'vlt) it is clear that 
IX 
0 E vlt iff 0"' E n"'vlt for each IX E Q. Hence hD 0* =II 0! and h;/ II 0! = 0*. 
IX tx 
This shows that hD and hD' are homeomorphisms. 
Example 11. M(IIny2) is homeomorphic to IInM(y2 ) which is 
homeomorphic to Rn. M(IIny4) is homeomorphic to Rn i.e. the closed unit 
.,. 
cube in Rn. The spaces M(II Yictx>) where i(1X)=2, ± 3 or 4 are homeo-
tx=l 
morphic to the subspaces of the closed unit cube obtained by omitting 
faces. M(yo x (-yo))= ( -CXJ, +CXJ). Consequently (D, R x R, yo x (-yo)) 
does not satisfy (S) - where D is image of R under the diagonal map 
dx= (x, x)-since d-1 (yo x (-yo)) =Y4· 
Let f : E -+ E' be a (e, e')-map and assume that e, e' satisfy R4. Define 
g=gt:E-+ExE' by gx=(x,fx). Then gE is the graph F=Ft of f. 
Proposition 5. g-1(e x e') = e and the following assertions are 
equivalent: 
(1) the domain of M(f) is M(e); and 
(2) (F, E X E', e X e') satisfies (S). 
Proof: g-1(0 X 0') = (0 n j-10'). Since e satisfies R4 it follows that 
g-1 (ex e') =e. 
The function I= n' 0 i 0 g where i : F-+ E X E' is the inclusion. 
M(g) : M(e)-+ M(e X e' I F) is a homeomorphism by theorem 4. (2) is 
equivalent to the assertion that the domain of M(i) is M(e x e' I F). 
When this is so M(f)=M(n') o M(i) o M(g). Consequently (2) implies (1). 
Assume (1). Since g-l(Jt x M(f)vlt)=vlt n j-1vl( C vlt it follows that 
M(g)vlt =vi( X M(f)vlt I F. In other words every maximal e X e' I F-
filter is of the form vlt x M(f)vlt I F. The corollary to theorem 4 shows 
that (2) holds. 
Corollary. Let I : E -+E' be a (e, e')-map and assume e, e' satisfy R4. 
If the domain of JJf{f) is M(e) then M preserves the graph of f. Specifically 
M(i) : M(e X e' I Ft)-+ FM(f) is a homeomorphism. 
Proof: M(i) (vlt x M(f)vlt I P) =vlf x M(f)vlt. 
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Example 12. Consider the function tx=(x, 1/x) defined on R-{0} 
and the relation y2 x y2 on R2. The domain of M(t) is not M(e), e=t-1 
(y2 x y2) since ( {(x, y) I xy = 1 }, R2, y2 x y2) does not satisfy (S). If this 
hyperbola A satisfies (S) M(y2 x y2) = R2 implies that every y2 x Y2l A-
filter has non-void adherence. The trace of 1""(0) x Ron A obviously has 
void adherence. For the same reason the subsets B of R6 and E of R4 
do not satisfy (S) where 
B={(x1, x2, xa, X4, X5, xa, X7) I X1 =Xa=x5; 
X2 = X4 = X6; X7 = 0; and X1 X2 = 1} and 
E=B n R4 (R4 being identified with X5=Xa=X7=0). 
Two constructions involving products are the formation of direct 
limits and pullbacks. M commutes with neither. 
For example, consider the two functions /1, /2 : R2 --+ R3 defined by 
/1 (x, y) = (x, y, 0) and /2 (x, y) = (x, y, 1-xy). If M is to commute with 
direct limits (pullbacks) it is necessary that (B, R7, II7y2) ((E, R4, II4y2)) 
satisfy (S). 
An obvious corollary of the product theorem is that (S) is inherited 
by products i.e. if (A"', E"', e"') satisfies (S) for 1X E Q (II A"', II E"', II e"') 
"' "' "' 
satisfies the condition. Hence if the function t of example 12 is factored 
as t= (e x j) o d where dx= (x, x) and ex=x, jx= 1/x, x ¥= 0 it follows 
that M(d) is not an embedding of M(e) in M(e-1 (y2) x j-1(y2)) i.e. the 
domain of M(d) is not M(e). 
However if dn: E--+ IIE is the diagonal map dnx=(x)"' and eiX=e 
"' for each ex E !J satisfies R4 then M(dg) is an embedding. This is an im-
mediate consequence of the fact that hg o M(dn) Jt = (Jt)"'. In other 
words M(dn) is essentially a diagonal map. 
The diagonal of IIM(e)={(Jt"')"'I{Jt"'lcxE!J} generate a filter}. 
"' This suggests the following extension in case e"' varies with ex: the diagonal 
of IIM(eiX)={(Jt,.),.I{Jt,.lcxE!J} generate a filter}. Clearly (Jt"')"' is 
"' in the diagonal iff it is in the range of hn o M(dn)· 
In general the diagonal of II M(e"') is the not homeomorphic to 
"' 
M(/\ e"') under hn o M(dn)· However if D(/\ e,.) is the domain of M(dn) 
IX IX 
then as a subspace D( 1\ e,.) is clearly homeomorphic to the diagonal. This. 
"' 
raises the following problem: given (e,.)"' all satisfying R4 is there a relation 
e such that the identity map of E induces a homeomorphism of M(e) 
with D(/\ e,.) 1 
"' n If Q = {cx1, ... , cxn} let ,6 e,. be the relation: 0 ,6 e,. p if 0 = n o,. 
n D !J i~l 
P= n Pt and Ot e,.. P,, i= 1, ... , n. Clearly ,6 e·"' C 1\ e,.. If !J is arbitrary 
i~l • Q "' 
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and f/> C Q is finite the subrelation !::, e"' of 1\ e"' is defined in the obvious 
way. tl> "' 
Proposition 6. Assume each e"' satisfies R4. The following assertions 
about a filter .fF are equivalent: 
(1) A E .fF and f/>1 C Q =*there is f/>2 ~ f/>1 and 0, P E .fF with 0 !::, e"' P 
and PCA; t~>, 
(2) .fF contains a e"'-filter for each <X E Q and these subfilters generate .?F. 
Proof: Let <X E Q and let f/>1 ={<X}. If A E .fF there exists f/>2 C Q 
containing <X with 0 !::, e"' P, 0 E .fF and PC A. Using f/>2 as f/>1 and 0 
tl>, 
as A and so on it is clear that .fF contains a (!,.-filter. 
Since all the relations satisfy R4, .fF contains a largest e"'-filter .fF "'' 
It is clear that the .fF"' generate .?F. 
Assume (2) holds. Then if A E .fF there is a finite subset f/> C Q with 
n n 
(/> = {<X1, ... , <Xn} and A ~ n pi, with of, (!a<;, Pi, i = 1, ... , n and n oi E .?F. 
i=l i=l 
Hence if f/>1 C Q is finite and fl>2=fl> U f/>1 the choice of (0"', P,.) E e"'' 
<X E f/>1 and 0,. E ofF"' shows that there exists 0 E ofF, PC A with 0 !::, e"' P. 
Corollary. If e"'= j-1(Y><.xl) i(<X) = 2, ± 3, or 4 where <X E Q the 
filters in D(/\ e"') are precisely those maximal with respect to (1). 
"' 
Proof: If .fF is maximal among the filters satisfying (1), then each 
ofF"' is a maximal (!,.-filter. Pick <X E Q. If the filter f"'.?F has non-void 
adherence and A. is in this set then .fF and (/; 1 (A.-1/n, A.+ 1/n))n generate 
a filter satisfying (1). Hence ofF"'~ /; 1 r(A.) and so ofF"' is a maximal 
e"'-filter. If on the other hand f"'.?F has void adherence then i(<X) = ± 3 
or 4 and by the same reasoning .fF,.=f-1 r( +oo) or j-1 r( -oo). 
Assume Q is countable i.e. !J=N. Let [n]={1, ... , n} and define the 
relation !::, (!n as follows: 0!::, (!n P if there is an integer m and sets Q C R 
with 0 !::, (!n Q and R !::, (!n P. Then a filter .fF is a !::, en-filter iff it 
[m+ll [ml n 
contains a en-filter for each n and is generated by them. 
Proposition 7. M(e)-1: M(!::, en)___,.. D(/\ en) is a homeomorphism 
n n 
if (!n=/; 1 (Yi(n)) where i(n)=2, ± 3, or 4. 
Proof: !::, (!n is a subrelation of 1\ (!n and so M(e)-1 : M(!::, (!n) 
___,.. M(/\ en). The characterization of !::, en-filters and the corollary to 
proposition 6 show that M(e)-1 is an embedding with image D(/\ (!n). 
n 
The functor M commutes naturally with sums. 
Theorem 7. Let Q be an index set and assume that f"': E,. ___,.. E~, 
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is a (e"'' e"'')-map for each lX ED. Then there are homeomorphisms g!J 
and g!J' such that the following diagram 
M(! e"') -------+ M(! e"'') 
"' t "' t 
g!J 
!M(f"') 
"' ! M(e"') -------+ ! M(e"'') 
is commutative. 
Proof: A filter :F on ! E"' contains at most one E"'" and if E ... E :F 
"' then :F I E"'• is obviously a filter on E .... Let ff"' be a e,.-filter onE,. and 
let {ff"'} be the filter it generates on ! e ... Then {ff,.} is a ! e,.-filter. 
"' a 
If vii,. is a maximal ea-filter on EO< then {.A' a} is a maximal! e0<-filter. 
0< 
Assume vii:::> {.A' IX}. Then Ea Evil and so vii I E,.=.A'O< by the maximality 
of Jt a• Since Jt c { Jt I E a} it follows that vii= Jt 0<" 
Similarly if E,. EJI- a maximal ! ea-filter- then vii IE"' is a maximal 
eiJ<-filter. "' 
Every maximal ! e,.-filter Jt is of the form {vitO<} for some £X. Since Jt 
"' is a ! e,.-filter it contains a set 0 of the form 0 = U 00<. Consequently 
"' "' for one of these £X, say £XI, vii IE,., is a Q1-filter. Let vitO<,:::> vii I EO<, be a 
maximal Q1-filter. Then {.A',.,}:::> vii and so by the maximality of Jt they 
coincide. 
Define gQ.A',.={JIO<}. Then g!J' o! M(fiJ<)=M(! fiX) o g!J as fO<Jt"' :>.A'"'' 
0< 0< 
iff (!fiX) {.A'IJ<} :::> {10<'} (remember f:F is the filter generated by the sets 
0< 
fA, A E /F). The fact that g!J is a homeomorphism follows immediately 
from the observation that 0 E {vitO<} iff 0 n EO< E vitO<. 
Since products and subspaces are dual to sums and quotients it is 
natural to consider M and quotients. Let (E, tP, e) be a triple and let r 
be an equivalence relation on E. Denote by er the subset of e equal to 
{(0, P) E e I r[O] =0, r[P] =P} and by efr the finest relation on Efr for 
which n: E--+ Efr is an admissable map. 
It is clear that n-l(e/r) =er and hence (when e satisfies R4) that 
M(n) : M(er) --+ M(efr) is a homeomorphism. For relations e satis£ying 
R4 this reduces the study of quotients to the consideration of e :::> Qr and 
M(e) : M(e)--+ M(er). 
If r is an open equivalence relation it will be said to be compatible 
with e if 0 e P implies r[O] e r[P]. When r is compatible and e satisfies 
R4 every maximal e-filter .A' contains a maximal er-filter. Let r[.A'] be 
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the filter generated by the sets r[A], A E .A. It is the largest er-filter 
contained in e. Assume it is not maximal and let .AI" be a maximal er-filter 
containing it. Since e satisfies R4 there are disjoint open sets 0, P with 
0 E .A and P E .AI". As P can be assumed to be r-saturated 0 n P=cp 
implies r[O] n P=cp. This is a contradiction. Consequently r[.A] is the 
unique maximal er-filter contained in .A i.e. r[.A]=M(e).A. 
The function M(e) : M(e)-+ M(er) is clearly onto and so M(er) can be 
considered as the quotient of the set M(e) by the equivalence relation 
rM defined by r[.A1]=r[.A2]. Since M(e) is continuous the topology of 
M(er) is coarser than the quotient topology. It coincides with the quotient 
topology iff every rM-saturated open subset of M(e) is a union of sets 
of the form (r[O])*. This is an immediate consequence of the fact that 
an r-saturated open set r[O] is in .A iff it is in r[.A]. 
Theorem 8. Let e be a relation satisfying R4 on a topology (!) for 
E and let r be a compatible equivalence relation on E. Assume further 
that 0 e p => (r [OJ)* c TM[P*]. Then there is a homeomorphism 
k : M(e)/rM-+ M(efr) such that k o :n:M=M(n), where :n;M is the canonical 
map. 
Proof: From what has been said it is clear that a continuous bijection 
k exists with these properties. If 0 e p => (r[O])* c TM[P*] then it is 
clear that every TM-saturated open subset of M(e) is a union of sets of 
the form (r[O])*. Hence k is a homeomorphism. 
Sums and quotients are used to define inductive limits and pushouts. 
M does not commute with inductive limits. For example consider the 
trivial system consisting of the identity function e : R-+ R as a (y1, y0)-
map. The inductive limit of e is ( R, yo) together with the usual functions. 
However the inductive limit of M(e) is not defined since the domain of 
M(e) is not M(y1). 
A consequence of theorems 7 and 8 is that M commutes with certain 
types of pushouts. Let E be a topological space and let f1 : E -+ E1, 
j = l, 2 be two continuous functions. They define an equivalence relation 
r=r (/I, /2) on E1 +E2 which is generated by {(hx, f2x)jx E E}. The 
quotient space E1 +E2jr(h, /2) and the functions :n; o i1 (where i1 is the 
inclusion of E1 in E1 +E2 and :n; is the canonical map) is called the pushout 
of h and /2. Any other space and pair of functions with the same mapping 
properties is also called the pushout of h and /2. 
Assume that relations e, e1 and e2 are defined on the appropriate topo-
logies and the functions f1 are admissable. Then the pushout consists of 
the topological pushout and the relation e1 + e2/r(h, M *. 
Let X be the subset of (E1 + E2) x (E1 + E2) consisting of the diagonal 
and {(/kx,f1x) J xEE and k,j= lor 2}. Then r= U Xn and r[A]= U Xn[A]. 
n~l n~l 
For any subset A1 of E1 X[A1]=A1 + MciA1 and similarly X[A2] =A2+ 
+ h/2-1A2 if A2 C E2. Hence if the functions f1 are open X[O] is open 
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when 0 is open and so 1· is open. If in addition fJ((!) C f!i and f!i satisfies Ra 
it follows that O(e1+(!2)P ==?-X[O] (e1+(!2)X[P]. 
Assume r = r(/1, /2) has the following property: for any open set 0 
there is an integer n=n(O) such that r [O]=Xn[O]. Then the compati-
bility of X with (!1 + (!2 implies that r is compatible. In particular this is 
the case if fix= /IY ==?- /2x = /2Y since then /2-1 /2 h -1 =/I -1 (in this case n = 3 
will work for any set). 
Proposition 8. Let j=I, 2. Assume f!i satisfies Ra, R4, R7 and(! 
satisfies R4, R7. Let fi : E -+ Ei be a ((!, (!J)-map such that fi is open and 
j1(e) C f!i· Assume that for any open set 0 there exists n=n (0) such that 
r[O]=Xn[O], r=r (/I, /2). Then 
M((!1+(!2/r(/I,/2) = M(e1)+M(e2)jr(M(/I), M(/2)). 
Proof: The relation M(/1) is a continuous function defined on M(e) 
since M(h)vlt=/Ivlt. Clearly /I.A is a (!1-filter. Let .A1 'J fivlt. Then since 
.(!satisfies R4,vlt'J jc1vlt1 'J h-1 /Ivlt. Consequently hvlt'J h jc1vlt1 'J.A1. 
Similarly M(/2) is a function on M(e). Continuity follows from proposition 
4 as (!1 and (!2 satisfy R4 and R7. 
Identify M ((!1) + M ((!2) with M ((!1 + (!2) by the homeomorphism defined 
in theorem 7. Then r (M(/1), M(/2)) = (r(/1, /2))M. Letting M(fi)vlt also 
denote the filter it generates on E1 + E2 it is sufficient to show that 
r[M(/I)vlt] =r[M(/2)vlt] for each .A E in M(e). This is so because M(n o i1) = 
= M(n) o M(it) is a function and hence M(n o ii o fi) = M(n o i1) o M(fi)· 
The filter r [M(h)vlt] is generated by the sets r [/I A], A E .A. Since 
r [/I A] 'J /2 A it follows by symmetry that r [/I A]= r [/2 A]. Consequently 
r [M(h)vlt]=r [M(/2).A]. 
To complete the proof it is sufficient to show that the conditions of 
theorem 8 are satisfied for (!1 +(!2 and r=r (/I, /2). Since each 0=01 +02 
it is enough to prove that 01 (!1 P1 ==?- (r[01])* C rM[P1*]. 
Let Y be the subset of:[M(e1)+M(e2)] x [M(e1)+M(e2)] consisting 
of the diagonal and {(M(/k)vlt, M(ft)vlt) J .A E M(e) and k, j =I or 2}. 
Then rM = U Yn. 
Lemma. 01 (!1 P1 and /2 /I-1 01 E.A2 ==?-there is an .A with M(/2)vlt = 
= /2.A =.A2 and /c1 P1 Evil. In other words (/2 /c1 01)* C M(/2) (fc1P1)*. 
Similarly (/1 /2-1 02)* C M(h) (f2-1P2)* if 02 (!2 P2. 
Proof: The set fc1 0 1 has non-void intersection with each /2-1A2 
E f2-1Jt2 since /2 h-1 01 n A2 # cp, A2 E .A2. Therefore as (! satisfies R4 
and R7 there is a e-filter ~containing f2-1Jt2 and the set fc1P1. If .A 
is a maximal e-filter containing~ then M(/2)vlt=vlt2 and /I-1p1 Evil. 
Corollary. 01 (!1 P1 ==?- (Xn[Ol])* C Yn[P1*]. 
Proof: For n= I it is an immediate consequence of the lemma and 
the fact that X[Ol] =01 + /2 fc1 01 and Y[P1*] =P1* +M(/2) M(h)-1P1* = 
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=P1 * +M(/2) (/I-1 P1)* (since M(/1) vii= fiJI it follows that P1 E /11 
iff /I-1 P1 E Jl). 
Assume true for n and let 01 1?1 Q1 1?1 P1. Then it is clear that Xn[OI] 
(1?1 +e2) Xn[Q1] (1?1 +e2) Xn[PI]· Furthermore for n= 1 the, corollary 
clearly holds for g1 +e2. Hence (Xn+l [01])* C Y[(Xn[QI])*]C Y[Yn[Pl *]] = 
= Yn+l[Pl*]. 
Since r[O] = Xn[O] for each open set 0 and some integer n = n(O) it 
follows immediately from the corollary that (r[O])* C Yn[P1*] for suf-
ficiently large n. As Yn[Pl *] C rM[P1 *] it follows that (r[01])* C rM[P1 *]. 
A particular case of the proposition is obtained when E is an open 
subspace of E1 and /I is the inclusion. Then the pushout is denoted by 
E1 Ut. E2. Let 1?1 Ut.l?2 be the pushout relation in this case. Hence if 
1?1, 1?2 satisfy Ra, R4 and R1 and /I -l (I? I)= e C 1?1 and /2 is open with 
/2(e) C 1?2 the following proposition holds. 
Proposition 9. M(I?I Ut. 1?2) = M(g1) UM(fo) M(e2). 
Proof: It is an immediate consequence of proposition 8 since fix=fiy 
implies x = y. 
Note: This extends to n-fold attaching by induction since 1?1 Ut. ez 
satisfies Ra, R4 and R1 if each g, does. 
§ 7. A natural transformation 
For any object (E, (!),e) the functor M associates with a given set E 
a new set, the set M(e)=M(E, (!),g). In many instances there is an 
obvious mapping of E ~ M(e). This leads to the search for a natural 
transformation m : F ~ M where F(E, (!),e) = E and F(f) = f i.e. F 
forgets all the structure and M is considered as a set-valued functor (or 
more precisely M is replaced by F' oM where F' forgets topologies). 
The following theorem and its corollary show that while such an m 
does not exist on the whole category it exists on a reasonably large 
subcategory. 
Theorem 9. Let m : F ~ M be a natural transformation. Let 
(E, (!),e) be a triple such that: 
(1) e satisfies R4; and 
(2) for all x E E the largest e-filter ffx contained in the neighborhood 
filter 't""(x) is a maximal e-filter. 
Then mex = ff z for all x E E. This formula defines a natural transformation 
of these functors restricted to the subcategory of triples satisfying (1) 
and (2). 
Proof: Consider the trivial object consisting of the singleton {0}, 
the topology on {0} and the containment relation eo. Then {{0}} is the 
only eo-filter on {0} and so me, 0 = {{0}}. 
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Let (E, (!),e) be a triple satisfying (1) and (2). Pick x E E and define 
jx=j : {0}-+ E by jO=x. Then j is an admissable map. Furthermore 
j-13bx={{O}} and so {{0}} M(j)3bz. 
Since 3bx is the only maximal e-filter .A for which j-1.4 is proper it 
follows that mex= (me o j)O= (M(j) o me.) 0=3bz. 
Consider the function me: E-+ M(e) defined by mex=3bz. If (E', (!)', e') 
is another triple satisfying (1) and (2) and f : E-+ E' is an admissable 
map then M(f) o me=me' of. This follows from the fact that M(.f) is a 
function and j-1:!F'!x C ffx for each x E E. 
Corollary. There exists no natural transformation m : F-+ .111. 
Proof: Assume m exists. Let E= Rand let (!)be the usual topology. 
Consider the commutative diagram 
M(e) 





Clearly M(e) o my, is the void subset of R x M(y1). This implies that 
my, is also the void subset of the same set. Since my, is a function on R 
this is a contradiction. 
If f is a (e, e')-map and e' satisfies ( 1) and (2) and e = j-l(e') the proof 
of theorem 4 shows that e satisfies (1) and (2) since j-l"f/"(fx) C "f/"(x). 
Furthermore if (e .. ) .. E.u is a family of relations e .. all satisfying (1) and (2) 
then it is clear that 1\ e,. satisfies these conditions and that the ffx are 
"' filters in D(l\ e,.) i.e. mAe,. E C D(l\ e,.). 
"' "' 
Consequently the relations ei = 1\ /; 1 (y,<"'>), i(1X) = 2, ± 3, or 4 and 
"' 
IX E Q all satisfy (1) and (2). The filters ffz in this case are the neighborhood 
filters for the weak topology defined by the family (f .. ),.E.u of functions 
/,.: E-+ R. 
Assume from now on that each relation satisfies conditions (1) and (2) 
of theorem 9 (unless otherwise stated) and that F and M denote the 
restrictions of F and M to the subcategory defined by these conditions. 
The transformation m : F-+ M is a transformation of set-valued 
functors. By forgetting just the relation e and not the topology the 
question arises as to whether m is still a transformation i.e. is each me a 
continuous function~ 
Proposition 10. If e satisfies R7 then me is continuous. 
Proof: For any open set 0, m01 0* = U {P j3 Q with P e Q C 0}. 
Obviously x E m;-1 0* iff 0 E :IF x· Assume x E P and for some Q C 0, P e Q. 
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Then since e satisfies R4 and R7, Q is in a e-filter and so 0 Effx. Conversely 
if 0 E ff x there exist P and Q with x E P and P e Q C 0. 
The proof of this proposition shows how e associates with each open 
set 0 the subset 8 = U {PI 3 Q with P e Q C 0}. This correspondence defines 
a new relation e = {(0, P) I (0, P) E e }. 
Proposition II. For an arbitrary relation e a filter ff is a e-filter 
iff it is a e-filter. Hence e is equivalent to (f. In addition if e satisfies the 
conditions of theorem 9 and R7, m;1 (!M=[l where eM={(O*, P*) I OeP}. 
Proof: The first assertion is an immediate consequence of the fact that 
0 e p e Q implies 0 c p e Q c Q and 8 e p e Q implies 8 c 0 e p c Q. 
Proposition IO shows that m-1 0* =0 for each open set 0. Hence 
m;1 (!M=(i. 
This proposition shows that me is essentially a (e, (!M)-map and hence 
that M(me) is defined. 
Theorem IO. Let e satisfy R7. Then meM = M(me) : M(e)---+ M(eM) 
is a homeomorphism. The maximal eM-filters are the neighborhood filters. 
Proof: If 0* =1= cp then there exists P =1= cp with P e 0. Hence for 
x E P, 0 E ffx and so 0* f"'l meE=/=cp. As 0* f"'l P*=(O f"'l P)* this implies 
that me E is dense in M(e). Consequently M(me) is a homeomorphism by 
theorem 4 (M(e)=M(m; 1 (eM)) and eM inherits R4 from e). 
Obviously the neighborhood filters of M(e) are eM-filters. They are 
maximal if (!M satisfies R2. Assume that 0 e P and P ¢ Jt i.e. Jt ¢ P*. 
Then for some Q E Jt, 0 f"'l Q = cp since e satisfies R4 and R7. Since 0* f"'l Q* = cp 
this shows that the closure of 0* is contained in P* i.e. eM satisfies R2. 
The function meM is defined and equals M (me) since M (me) o me= meMo me. 
Let 9R be a maximal (2M-filter and let Jt =m;1 9R (m;1 9R is a maximal 
e-filter by the proof of theorem 4). The filter mevlt converges to Jt and 
so 9R C me .A generates a filter with "Y(Jt). This shows that 9R = "Y(Jt). 
Let (E, (!),e) and (E', (!)', e') be two triples and I : E---+ E' an admissable 
map. Assume that M(f) is a continuous function with domain M(e). 
Since e and e' define the canonical relations eM and e' M it is natural to 
ask if M(f)-1 (e'M) C eM· This question can be answered by considering 
the sets M(f)-1 (0')*, 0' E (!)'. 
It is clear that M(f)-1(0')* C (f-lO')* since 0' E .A' and Jt :J 1-lJt' 
implies 1-10' EJI. Assume P' e' 0'. Then if e' satisfies R4 and R7, (f-1P')* C 
C M(f)-1(0')*. Suppose 1-1 P' E .A. Then P' and I .A generate a filter and 
so if .A' c I Jt, 0' E .A'. 
The arguement used to prove proposition II applies to prove 
Proposition I2. Let I be an admissable map such that M(f) is a 
continuous function with domain M(e). If e' satisfies R4 and R7 then 
every M(f)-1 (e'M)-filter is a eM-filter. 
Proof: From the above assertion it is clear that M(f)-1(r/ M) is 
equivalent to the subrelation (j-1(e'))M of QM· 
This result together with the previous theorem provide a proof of 
Theorem 11. Let (E, (!),e) and (E', (!)', e') be two triples and 
I : E -+ E' an admissable map such that: 
( 1) both relations satisfy R4 and R7 ; 
(2) for both spaces the largest relation-filter contained in a neigh-
borhood filter is maximal; and 
(3) the domain of M(l) is M(g). 
Then M(f) M(e) is a closed subset of M(e'). 
Proof: Proposition 4 shows that M(f) is a continuous function. 
Proposition 12 shows that if~' is a e'M-filter and M(f)-1~' is a proper 
filter then it is a QM-filter. 
Since e and e' both satisfy the conditions of theorem 10 the maximal 
eM-filters (e'M-filters) are the neighborhood filters. 
Let .A0' be in the closure of M(f) M(g). Then M(f)-1 "Y'(.A0') is a 
eM-filter. Let imo="Y(.Ao) be a maximal QM-filter containing this filter. 
Then M(f) imo converges to M(f)vlto. However M(f) imo :::> M(f)[M(f)-1 
"Y'(.Ao')] :::> "Y'(.Ao'). Since M(e') is Hausdorff this implies that 
M(f) vlto=vlto'. 
§ 8. Applications to realcompact spaces 
A completely regular space E will be said to be realcompact if it is 
homeomorphic to a closed subset of I1 R for some index set !J. Clearly 
a< ED 
the product of an arbitrary number of realcompact spaces is realcompact 
and a closed subset of a realcompact space is also realcompact. 
The space R is realcompact and so are the subspaces R+ and R-. Any 
closed interval is realcompact. Consequently all the spaces M(yt) i = 2, ± 3 
or 4 are all realcompact. Let I : E-+ R be continuous. The spaces M(f-1(yt)) 
are all realcompact as an immediate consequence of the corollary to 
theorem 4 and theorem 11. 
Let (E, (!))be a topological space and let (/"')"'ED be a family of continuous 
real-valued functions on E. If i : !J-+ {2, ± 3, 4} is a function let 
Qt = 1\ 1;;1 (yi(a<))• 
"' 
Theorem 12. D(g~,) is realcompact. For each .x there is a unique 
continuous R-valued function la. on D(et) such that J"' o met= I"'· If i(.x) = 2 
or I"' is bounded then J"' is real-valued. 
Proof: D(g~,) is homeomorphic under hD o M(dD) to a closed sub-
space of I1 M(/;;1 (y,<"'>)). Since each of the factors is realcompact the 
"' first assertion follows. 
3 Series A 
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Identifying M(yi<<>l) with the appropriate subset of R let],.= M(f,.) o 
on,. o hD o M(dD) where n,. is the o.:-th. projection. Then/,. o me,=M(f,.) o 
on,. o hQ o M(dD) o rn = M(!t,) on"' o hQ o mrre,. o dQ = M(f"') on"' o II me,. o 
"' "' 
odQ=M(f,.)ome,.=f,. where e"'=/; 1 (Yi<rx>)· _ 
The last assertion follows from the fact that j,.Jt =lim f"' • 
.A 
Corollary l. M(6,. (!n) is realcompact and for each n there is a 
unique continuous R-valued function}n on M(6,. (!n) such that/nomb. e,. = fn· 
n n 
If i(n)=2 or fn is bounded then ]n is real-valued. 
Proof: Since M (e)-1 om b. e,. = m 11 e,. the result follows from the theorem 
" " and proposition 7. 
Corollary 2. M(e•) is realcompact if lim j,. E M(y,<<>l) for each o.: E {) 
.A 
and Jl E M(ei). In particular this is the case if l 2 => f,. bounded i(o.:) = +3 => f,. bounded above 
-3 => f"' bounded below. 
When this is so M(ei) is compact. 
Proof: The maximal j-1(yi<<>l)-filters are all of the form /; 1 ("1'().) J R), 
). E M(yi<<>l). Hence j/ E D(e•) iff lim /"' E M(y,<"'>) for each o.: E Q. The 
.A 
first assertion now follows immediately. 
Let Jl E M((!i) and let o.: E Q. Consider the filter f"'JI. If i(o.:) = 2 the 
filter has non-void adherence when /"' is bounded. Consequently Jl and 
j-l"f'().) generate a filter for some .A. E R. By maximality Jl::) j;; 1 "Y(.A.) 
and so lim !t,=A E M(y2) . 
.A 
If i(o.:) = + 3 lim/,. E R if adh f"'M =I= cp. When adh j,.M = cp the fact that 
.A 
f"'JI is bounded above implies that lim/,.= -oo E M(y+a). Similarly if 
i(o.:)= -3. .A 
Let 4(o.:) = 4, V o.: E Q. Then if i(o.:) satisfies these conditions it is clear 
that M(ei)=M(e4)· Since M(y4) is compact the result follows. 
Corollary 3. M(e) is compact if (! satisfies R2, R4, Rs and R7. 
C M<e> o me is the uniform closure of the lattice generated by S*. It coincides 
with S* if in addition (! satisfies R4. 
Proof: The corollary to theorem 2 shows that e is equivalent to 
1\ j-l(y4). The first result follows from the previous corollary. 
!ES* 
The theorem and the Stone-Weierstrass theorem prove the second 
since S* separates the points of M(e). When e satisfies R4 then S* is a 
uniformly closed lattice and so coincides with C M<e> o me. 
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Comment. FREUDENTHAL [I] showed that M(e) was compact if e 
satisfied R2 to R7 inclusive. This result shows that normal bases define 
compact spaces and that these spaces are extensions of the original space 
since the neighborhood filters are e-filters for the relation defined by the 
base. 
The relations determined by a normal basis satisfy R2, Ra, R4, R5 and 
R7• Consequently the algebra of continuous real-valued functions on the 
compact extension determined by the basis is isomorphic to the cor-
responding S*. For the specific examples of normal bases the corresponding 
algebras S* have the following explicit descriptions: 
(I) for locally compact E and the normal basis of sets 0 with ra or 
CO compactS* is the uniform closure of the algebra generated by 
the constants and the functions with compact support; 
(2) for zero-dimensional E and the normal basis of open-closed sets S* 
is the uniform closure of the algebra generated by the continuous 
characteristic functions; and 
(3) for rim compact E and the normal basis of rim compact open sets 
the algebraS* is the algebra of functions f for which A<fl ~ 3 rim 
compact 0 and P with {xlgx<A}COCrOCPC{xlgx<f.l}, 
g=± f. 
Note that in each case the algebra can be defined for an arbitrary 
topological space and that the weak topology defined by the algebra is 
the topology of the space iff it has the corresponding property. This 
suggests that the problem of compactification consists of two parts: first 
the selection of a specific Banach algebra of bounded continuous real-
valued functions for a class of spaces; and second the characterization of 
those spaces for which the algebra determines the topology. 
In the case of FREUDENTHAL's relation cA, [2] his maximal cA,-compacti-
fication is the maximal ideal space of the algebra A(cA,) consisting of 
those bounded continuous real-valued functions f for which A< fl 
~ {x I fx <A} cA, {x I fx > fl} 1). The problem of characterizing those spaces 
which can be embedded in their maximal cA,-compactification is not 
solved although GAL [9] has shown that they include the rim compact 
spaces. 
Ex amp I e I 3 . Let :n be the polyhedral relation on a real topological 
vector space E (see example 6). Then M(:n) is compact. Furthermore it is 
clear that m, embeds E in M(:n) if E is finite dimensional (assume Haus-
dorff). Presumably the converse holds. For Rn the space M(:n) is distinct 
from both Rn and pRn. The first assertion holds as finy4 and :n are not 
equivalent. The second is an immediate consequence of the following 
1) They form a Banach algebra since the formal properties of A. imply that 
A(A.) is a nniformly closed lattice closed nnder multiplication by and addition of 
constants. Hence the arguement of theorem 3 applies. 
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observation: let f(xl, ... , Xn)=sin vi~ Xt2 ; if X c Rn is unbounded and 
arcwise connected then fX = [ -1, 1]. Since the non-convergent filters in 
M(:n) have a basis of such sets it is clear that f converges along none of 
them. 
Proposition 13. M(ei)=M(e4) for arbitrary i if S={ta I~ E.Q} has 
the following properties: 
( 1) f E S ==?- f A A, f v A E S for A E R; 
(2) fES==?-f+AES, AjES; 
(3) f,gES==?-f+gES; 
(4) S is uniformly closed. 
Proof: Let Jt E M(ei) and let ~ E .Q. Then lim Ia E R .
.A 
By maximality lim Ia== or is in R. Assume lim Ia==. Then the 
.A .A 
sets An U Bn EJI where An={x I fax< -n} and Bn={x I f,.x>n}. Let 
00 
gn=1/2n[faAn)v(-n)+n]. It is inS and so is g= L gn/2". Since 
n=l 
O.;;;;g.;;;;1,limg E [0, 1]. Let A=limg. If 0<A<l then Jt is not a proper 
.A 
filter. If A=O lim fa=-= and if A= 1lim Ia= += . 
.A .A 
Consequently M(ei) C M(e4)· Property (1) implies that the e4-filters are 
all determined by bounded functions inS. Hence every maximal e4-filter 
is a et-filter and so M(e4) C M(et). 
Corollary 1. Let 0 be the set of continuous real-valued functions 
on a completely regular space E. Let eo = 1\ j-1(y2). Then (M(ec), m11 ) 
fEO 0 
is a realization of the Stone-Cech compactification {JE of E. The same 
conclusion holds if 0 is replaced by 0* (the bounded functions in 0) and 
y2 by any of the relations yt, i = ± 3 or 4 (varying with f). The diagonal 
(D(ec), m110 ) is a realization of Hewitt's realcompactification vE. 
Proof: The first assertion follows immediately from the proposition, 
theorem 12 and its second corollary. 
The second assertion is a consequence of the proposition and the last 
assertion follows from theorem 12. 
Corollary 2. Every compact space is of the form M(e) and every 
realcompact space is of the form D(/\ ea). 
"' 
Proof: E is compact (realcompact) iff E =fJE(E =vE). 
Proposition 14. Let A be a closed subset of II En. Let en be a 
niN 
relation on E such that m 11,. :En-+ M(en) is a homeomorphism and 
(An, En, en) satisfies (S) for all closed subsets An. Then m"'" a,.: A-+ M(!:::. an) 
is a homeomorphism, where an= (:nn I A)-1 (en)· " " 
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Pro of: Let i : A -+II En be the inclusion mapping. Then i =II in o 
" 
o II (nn I A) o dN where An=nnA and in :An-+ En is the inclusion. 
" Since me,. is defined mrr e,. is also defined and hence m D. a .. is defined. 
n n 
The relation M(i) =II M(in) o II M(nn I A) o hN o M(dN) and it is an 
" " 
embedding since each of the factors is an embedding or a homeomorphism. 
The map II me,. is a homeomorphism and so (II me,.)-1 o M(i) embeds 
" " M(!:::,. an) in II En. A is closed and since m D. a .. embeds it as a dense subset 
n " n 
of the subspace M(!:::,. an) of II En it follows that m D. e,. is a homeomorphism. 
n n n 
Corollary. Every closed subset of II R is of the form M(e). 
Proof: R and y2 satisfy the conditions of the proposition. 
Problem. The last two corollaries show that the spaces M(e) form 
a fairly large class which by example 8 also includes all discrete spaces. 
This raises the problem of characterizing those spaces which are M(e) 
for a suitable relation: in particular is every realcompact space (or more 
generally is every complete uniform space of this form). A more restricted 
problem is that of characterizing those spaces E for which there is a relation 
eon the topology such that m!J is defined and is a homeomorphism of E 
with M(e). Theorem 10 states that M(e) has this property if e satisfies 
R4, R7 and each .'F x is maximal. It is not clear whether the resticted 
problem coincides with the original one. 
To conclude this section consider the following duality between relations 
e satisfying R1 to Rs inclusive and Banach subalgebras A of 0*. For such 
a relationS* is a Banach subalgebra of 0* (theorem 3). Denote it by A(e). 
Then by corollary 3 of theorem 12 A (e) = 0 M<e> o me. 
On the other hand a Banach subalgebra A of 0* defines the relation 
[ 1\ j-l(y4)] -'-which satisfies R1 to Rs inclusive. Let it be denoted by e(A ). 
tEA 
Theorem 13. A(e (A))=A and e (A(e))=e. 
Proof: The corollary to theorem 1 implies that e(A(e))=e· 
The algebra A(e (A)) =OM<g<A» o me<A> which contains A since e(A) is 
equivalent to 1\ j-1(y4)· Since the subalgebra .A={/ I f E A} of 0 M<e<A» 
/EA 
separates the points, the Stone-Weierstrass theorem shows that A= 0 M<e<A». 
The result follows since J o me<A> =f. 
Corollary. There is a 1-1 correspondence between the relations e 
satisfying R1 to Rs inclusive and the equivalence classes of continuous 
maps ({J : E -+ K where K is compact and ({JE is dense in K. The cor-
respondence associates m 11 with l!· 
Proof: Obviously m 11 is such a map. Furthermore m11, is equivalent 
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to me, (i.e. there is a homeomorphism m21 : M(ei)--+ M(e2) with m21 o me1 = 
=me,) iff e1(A)=e2(A) i.e. iff e1=Q2· 
Let cp be a map from E to K. Let A =Ox o cp. It is isomorphic to Cx as 
cpE is dense in K. (M(e(A)), me(AJ) is equivalent to (K, cp) in view of 
theorem 4 and the fact that mn is a homeomorphism. 
eaK 
§ 9. The cut completion of a chain 
Unless measurable cardinals are assumed to exist all the discrete 
spaces are realcompact [IO]. Consequently none of the examples given 
of the spaces M(e) is demonstrably not realcompact. The simplest examples 
of spaces that are not realcompact are the non-compact pseudocompact 
spaces - for example the space W(w1) of ordinals less then the first un-
countable ordinal w1. The underlying set is a chain (i.e. totally ordered) 
and conditionally complete. The argument used to compute M(y2) will 
now be adapted to any chain to prove that the conditionally complete 
chains are all of the form M(e). 
Let E = (E, <) be a chain and let (2 be the interval topology i.e. the 
topology generated by the sets(+-, a)={x I x<a} and (a, --+)={xI x>a}. 
Let e be the relation y restricted to the bounded intervals that are open 
subsets i.e. the intervals (a, b) together with the intervals [0, b) if E has 
a least element 0 and (a, I] if E has a largest element I. 
If x E E then ~(x) is a maximal e-filter. Let U be a neighborhood of x. 
Assume x =1= 0 or I. Then U contains an interval (a, b) containing x. If 
there exist c, d with a<c<x<d<b then obviously (c, d) e (a, b). If c 
exists and d not then (a,b)=(a,x] and (c,b)=(c,x]e(a,x]. Similarly if 
d exists and c does not (a, d) e (a, b). If neither c nord exist then (a, b)= 
=[x,x]={x} and (a,b)e(a,b). Since e satisfies R2 ~(x) is a maximal 
e-filter. The arguement for X= 0 or I is the same. 
The relation e satisfies R2, R4 and R7• It satisfies R2 by definition and 
clearly satisfies R4 since the intersection of two bounded intervals is a 
bounded interval. Assume (c, d) e (a, b). Then a<;c<d<;b. If e, f exist 
with a<e<c and d<f<b then (c, d) e (e, f) e (a, b). If e exists but f does 
not then (a, b) = (a, d] and ( c, d) e ( e, d] e (a, d]. Similarly if f exists but 
e does not, an interval can be found. Also the same arguements apply 
when c=a=O and [0, d) e [0, b) or when d=b=I and (c, I] e (a, I]. 
This shows that e satisfies R 7• Consequently theorem I shows that the 
interval topology is completely regular. 
A cut of E is an ordered pair [A, B] of subsets A, B of E such that: 
(I) A =I= if>, B =1= if>; 
(2) a E A, b E B ==?-a < b; and 
(3) [A, B] is maximal with respect to (I). If [A, B] is not a point cut 
i.e. sup A and inf B do not exist then the intervals (a, b) a E A and b E B 
generate a non-convergent e-filter. This follows immediately from the 
fact that aEA, bEB==?-3a'EA, b'EB with a<a'<b'<b. The filter 
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is maximal since [c, d] n (a, b) =F cp V a E A, bE B ==>-A u {c} and B u {d} 
satisfy (1). 
Conversely if Jt is any non-convergent maximal e-filter and A.H = {a 
j[a, x] EJI for some x}, B..~t={b J[y, b] EJI for some y} then [A.H, B.H] 
is a cut which is not a point cut and whose associated maximal e-filter 
is Jt. Clearly the cut defined by the maximal e-filter associated with 
[A, B] is [A, B]. 
Let 0 = 0(,;;;;;;) denote the set of cuts of E and let c : E -+ 0 be the 
function defined by ex=[(+-, x], [x, -+)].Define the function n : M(e) -+0 
by setting 
nvlt =~ex if JI="Y(x) 
( [A.H, B.H] otherwise. 
Then obviously no me= c and n is a bijection. 
The cuts of E can be totally ordered by setting [ A1, B1] ,;;;;;; [ A2, B2] if 
A1 C A2. Then c is an order preserving injection. Furthermore the order 
on 0 defines an interval topology. 
Theorem 14. The following assertions hold: 
(1) /!M is equivalent to the relation defined by the order of 0; 
(2) n is a homeomorphism; 
(3) (E, <)is conditionally complete iff me is a homeomorphism; and 
( 4) 0 is conditionally complete. 
Proof: The relatione satisfies the conditions of theorem 10 and so 
the neighborhood filters of M(e) are the maximal eM-filters. Consequently 
(1) implies (2). 
(E, ,;;;;;; ) is conditionally complete iff each cut is a point cut. Since c 
is an embedding this is so iff cis a homeomorphism. Hence (2) implies (3). 
(4) follows from (3) by theorem 10. It remains therefore to prove (1). 
Let ,;;;;;; also denote the order of 0 carried over to M(e) by n. Then 
Jtl..;;;Jt2 iff A..~t1 CA..~t2 where A-r(x)=(+-,x]. 
Jl1 <JI2 ==>- 3x<y in E with Jt1..;;;"Y(x) <"Y(y) ..;;;Jt2. A..~t1 i A..~t2 and 
since one of the vltt - say Jl1 - can be assumed to be nonconvergent 
there exist x<y in A..~t2 with A..~t1 <x (A..~t1 has no supremum). Obviously 
Jl1 ..;;;"Y(x) <"Y(y) ..;;;Jt2. If A..~t2 is assumed to be nonconvergent such x, y 
can again be found as A .H 2 has no supremum. 
If .A has a successor (predecessor) then Jt converges. "Y(d) precedes 
"Y(b) iff d precedes b. The first assertion is now obvious. The second is 
obvious as c is order preserving. 
Obviously r(+-, a)=(+-, a) iff a has a predecessor. r(+-, d) C (+-,b) iff 
r(+-, "Y(d)) C (+-, "Y(b)). This is clear if either d or "Y(d) has a predecessor. 
If this is not the case then d < b and the result follows. Clearly r( a, b) = 
=r(a, -+) (') r(+-, b) if (a, b) =F cp. 
Let ~ denote the relation defined by the order ,;;;;;; . Then if (vita, Jl4) 
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ij(11, 12) with 1a =1- 14, there exist a, b, c, dinE with (1a, 14) C (j""(c), 
j""(d)) e (j""(a), j'"(b)) C (11> 12)· This follows immediately from the 
observations about closure and the consequence of 14<12, 1 1 <13 • 
Similarly if 0 E E and [j""(O), 14) e [j""(O), 12) there exist, b, dinE with 
[j""(O), 14) C [j""(O), j""(d)) e [f(O), f(b)) C [f(O), 12). The correspond-
ing assertion in case 1 E E clearly also holds. 
For any a E E (+-,a)*=(+-, f(a)) and (f(a), -+)=(a,-+)*. If (+-,a) E1 
then a E B.A. When 1 is nonconvergent this implies a>Au~t and so 
1 E (+-, f(a)). If 1 converges it does so to a point c<a. Conversely if 
Au~t ¢.(+-,a] and 1 does not converge there exists c<a with Au~t<C 
and so (+-,c]E1. As (+-,a):::l(+-,c]1E(+-,a)*. For a convergent 
Jt =f(c) c<a and so (+-,a) E f(c). This proves the first assertion. The 
second follows immediately using the opposite order. 
(c, d)* (!M(a, b)*~ (j""(c), f(d)} e(f(a), f(b)) 
if (c, d) =1- cp. This follows from the last paragraph and the observations 
on closure. Similar statements hold in case 0 E E ( 1 E E) and for intervals 
[0, d)* and [0, b)* ((c, 1]* and (a, 1]*). Consequently a filter .fF is a (2M-
filter iff it is a e-filter and SO (!M is equivalent to e• 
Note. It appears possible that this theorem will also hold for lattices. 
It does not work for an arbitrary partially ordered set. Consider two 
intersecting directed lines in the plane with the point of intersection 
removed. The cut completion of the resulting partially ordered set is 
obtained by replacing the point of intersection. However the filter con-
struction adds four points. 
Columbia um:versity 
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